
 

Under 12 BJFC Match Report 

ROUND 15 

Sunday 10 August 2014 

Fitzroy 2 Vs Brunswick 

Overall Summary: 

An early 10.00 am start to the game in cold and windy conditions out in Clifton Hill.  

Captain for the Dragons was Bryce Anglin (6) 

1St Quarter Summary Highlights 

Great start to the game, full of energy.  Both teams tried hard to win the ball, we saw some big tackles. A lot of 

courageous team effort by the Dragons, with their heads down over the ball playing contested footy. Ewan 

Baulch landed a great mark. Henry Grist worked hard to get the ball and used smart footy to toe-poke it out to 

the Dragons advantage.  The Dragons held the ball up slowing down Fitzroy’s run.  It was a fantastic effort by 

the whole back line.  

2ND Quarter Summary Highlights 

A heavily contested start to the 2nd quarter saw the midfield trying their best to move the ball to the forward 

line.  There was a great passage of play that originated from the back line; we saw Kallum Athanasiadis kick the 

ball to Tom Vaughan who in turn kicked the ball to Bryce Anglin who was positioned in the centre half forward 

flank.  This gave the Dragons a great chance to set up for goal but Fitzroy had the numbers back to stop the 

Dragons. The counter attack by Fitzroy was fast and the long shots for goal were hard to stop. Even Josh 

Murphy’s, Tom Vaughan’s and Josh Webb’s hard tackling efforts for the quarter were not enough to stop 

Fitzroy’s run.  

3rd Quarter Summary Highlights 

With a hard fought effort by the Dragons to move the ball to the forward line.  We saw Ty Perdrisat getting in 

front of his opponent for a nice contested possession and James Gleeson kicking the ball to the Dragons 

advantage.  Julian Oro was fast and clean picking up the ball and moving it forward down field.  Ned Carrick 

showed his footy smarts to move in front of the floating back man to help the Dragons move the ball to the 

forward line.  Otis Styant-Browne showed some nice hand candy to get around the opposition and kick the ball 

forward, but Fitzroy’s defence was hard to break and score against.  

 

 



 

4th Quarter Summary Highlights 

The wind picked up in the last quarter with both teams wanting the ball. The Dragons kept up and matched the 

fierce opposition.  The Dragon midfielders worked tirelessly contesting for the ball. With a smart tap by 

Romney Markwick to Tom Vaughan and a big kick to Bryce Anglin who along with the rest of the team worked 

hard moving the ball to the forward line. However, with Fitzroy’s ability to halt the Dragons attack and quickly 

transition the play from their defence through the corridor to their forward line, their long shots for goal-wind 

assisted- were hard to stop.  

 

Overall Game Summary Comments  
Overall, there were a lot of positives in the game, with some clever pieces of play that the Dragons should be 

proud of.  The Dragons won a lot of the contested ball but could not finish off. This was a seasoning game that 

the Dragons can learn from and take to the finals. Their resolve was not reflected in the score.   

Quarter by Quarter Results: 
 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Fitzroy 2 3.4-22 5.8-38 8.10-58 14.14-98 

Brunswick 0.1-1 0.1-1 0.1-1 0.1-1 

 

*Best Players: Josh Murphy, Henry Grist, Tom Vaughan , Bryce Anglin , Josh Webb, Luke George  

**Best on Ground Medal was awarded to Tom Vaughan (11) 
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